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1) Preface: End-to-End Models for NLP



Example: Neural Machine Translation (Sutskever et al., 2014)
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Model 1: Seq2Seq Model

Encoder (enc(x)):

hxm ← RNN(hxm−1, xm)

Context:

cn = hxM

Decoder (dec(cn)):

hn ← RNN(hn−1, wn)

Prediction:

p(wn+1 | w1:n, x1:M ) = softmax(W[hn, cn])



Attention-based Neural Machine Translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015)
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Model 2: Seq2Seq+Attention Model

Encoder (enc(x)):

hxm ← RNN(hxm−1, xm)

Attention

patt(m)← softmax([hx1 ; . . . ;h
x
M ]>hn)

cn ← Em∼patt [hxm] =
M∑
m=1

patt(m)hxm

Decoder (dec(cn)):

hn ← RNN(hn−1, wn)

Prediction

p(wn+1|w1:n, x1:M ) = softmax(W[hn, cn])



Attention-based Neural Machine Translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015)



Model 3: Seq2Seq+Attention+Copy Model (Gulcehre et al, 2016) ...

Encoder (enc(x)):

hxm ← RNN(hxm−1, xm)

Attention

patt(m)← softmax([hx1 ; . . . ;h
x
M ]>hn)

cn ← Em∼patt [hxm] =
M∑
m=1

patt(m)hxm

Decoder (dec(cn)):

hn ← RNN(hn−1, wn)

Prediction:

pgen = σ(U[hn, cn])

p(wn+1|w1:n, x1:M ) = pgen × softmax(W[hn, cn])

+ (1− pgen)× Em∼patt [1(wn+1 = xm)]
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Applications From HarvardNLP: Seq2Seq-Vis

seq2seq-vis.io

seq2seq-vis.io


2) Applications: End-to-End Natural Language Generation

Natural language generation is the process of deliberately

constructing a natural language text in order to meet specified

communicative goals. - MacDonald (1987)



Common Practice Templated Generation / Intents



End-to-End Generation

Neural MT has inspired interest in generation with E2E models.

Differs significantly from much past work in NLG.

Three areas we have worked on:

Summarization

Image-to-Markup

Data-to-Text

Many others, e.g. image/video captioning, chatbots, dialogue

response generation.



E2E Text Generation:

Talk about Text (Summarization)

mexico city , mexico -lrb- cnn -rrb- – heavy rains and

flooding have forced hundreds of thousands of people

from homes in southern mexico ’s state of tabasco

over the past four days , with nearly as many trapped

by the rising waters , state officials said thursday .

officials say about 300,000 people are still trapped by

the worst flooding in the region for 50 years . the

grijalva river pushed over its banks through the state

capital of villahermosa on thursday , forcing government

workers to evacuate and leaving up to 80 percent of

the city flooded , gov. andres granier ’s office told cnn

. about 700,000 people have seen their homes flooded ,

with about 300,000 of those still trapped there , granier

’s office reported . one death had been blamed on

the floods , which followed weeks of heavy rain in the

largely swampy state . tabasco borders guatemala to

the south and the gulf of mexico to the north . . . .

tabasco and chia-

pas states hardest

hit. authorities say

700,000 affected . . .
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Abstractive E2E Sentence Summarization (Rush et al, 2015)

Input (First Sentence)

Russian Defense Minister Ivanov called Sunday for the creation of a

joint front for combating global terrorism.

Output (Title)

Russia calls for joint front against terrorism.
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E2E Generation Challenge:

Talk about the Environment (Multimodal)

Dow and S&P 500

close out week at

all-time highs ...
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Image-to-Latex Dataset (Deng et al, 2017)
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Coarse-to-Fine Attention



Baseline Results



Handwritten Formulas
I Synthetic handwritten formulas by using handwritten

characters [Kirsch, 2010] as font, used for pretraining
I Finetune and evaluate on CROHME 13 and 14 (8K training

set)

(P_{ll’} - K_{ll’}) \phi '(z_{q})|\chi > = 0

\int \limits_{{\cal L}^{d}_{d-1}}f(H)d\nu_{d-1}(H) =  c_{3} \int \limits_{{\cal L}^{A}_{2}}

\int \limits_{{\cal L}^{L}_{d-1}}f(H)[H,A]^{2}d\nu_{d-1}^{L}(H)d\nu_{2}^{A}(L).

\left\{\begin{array}{rcl}\delta_{\epsilon} B & \sim & \epsilon F

\, , \\\delta_{\epsilon} F & \sim & \partial\epsilon + \epsilon B

\, , \\\end{array}\right.

\lambda_{n,1}^{(2)}=\frac{\partial\overline{H}_0}{\partial q_{n,0}}\ ,\ \\lambda_{n,j_n}^{(2)}=\frac{

\partial\overline{H}_0}{\partial q_{n,j_n-1}}-\mu_{n,j_n-1}\ ,\        \ j_n=2,3,\cdots,m_n-1\ .

(A_{0}^{3}(\alpha^{\prime }\rightarrow 0)=2g_{d}\,\,\varepsilon^{(1)}_{\lambda}\varepsilon^{(2)}

_{\mu }\varepsilon^{(3)}_{\nu }\left\{ \eta ^{\lambda \mu}\left( p_{1}^{\nu }-p_{2}^{\nu }\right) +

\eta ^{\lambda \nu }\left(p_{3}^{\mu }-p_{1}^{\mu }\right)+\eta ^{\mu \nu }\left( p_{2}^{\lambda}

-p_{3}^{\lambda }\right) \right\} . \label{17}

J=\left( \begin{array}{cc}\alpha ^{t} & \tilde{f}_{2} \\ f_{1} & \tilde{A}

\end{array}\right) \left( \begin{array}{ll}0 & 0 \\ 0 & L\end{array}\right) 

\left( \begin{array}{cc}\alpha & \tilde{f}_{1} \\ f_{2} & A\end{array}\right) =

\left( \begin{array}{ll}\tilde{f}_{2}Lf_{2} & \tilde{f}_{2}LA \\ \tilde{A}Lf_{2} & 

\tilde{A}LA\end{array}\right)



Handwritten Formulas
I Synthetic handwritten formulas by using handwritten

characters [Kirsch, 2010] as font, used for pretraining
I Finetune and evaluate on CROHME 13 and 14 (8K training

set)

CROHME 13 (*uses private in-domain handwritten training
data)



E2E Text Generation:

Talk about Information (Generation)

W L PTS . . .

TEAM

Heat 11 12 103 . . .

Hawks 7 15 95 . . .

The Atlanta Hawks

defeated the Mi-

ami Heat, 103 - 95,

at Philips Arena on

Wednesday. Atlanta

...
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MR

name[The Golden Palace],

eatType[coffee shop],

food[Fast food],

priceRange[cheap],

customer rating[5 out of 5],

area[riverside]

Reference

A coffee shop located on the riverside called The Golden Palace,

has a 5 out of 5 customer rating. Its price range are fairly cheap

for its excellent Fast food.



Harvard System (Gehrmann et al, 2018)

Details:

Copy mechanism

Coverage and length beam search

Built in OpenNMT-py

Transformer and LSTM model

Diverse Ensembling (Lee et al, 2016)



Results: 2018 E2E Challenge (Novikova et al, 2017)

Total of 60 submissions by 16 institutions with about 1/3 of these

submissions coming from industry.

Harvard systems finished first in ROUGE, CIDEr, and second in

METEOR

Best system: 2pts ROUGE improvement of baseline model.

Human evaluation results more mixed, all systems similar.



Generation and Summarization beyond Translation

Building Natural Language Generation Systems (1999)

How can we maintain coherence through long-form text outputs?

How can we discover complex relationships in source input?

When is textual improvisation allowed versus literal mappings?



3) Uphill Battles in E2E Generation

1 Challenges in Data-to-Document Generation

(with Sam Wiseman)

2 Controllable Generation



Case Study: Data-to-Document Generation

WIN LOSS PTS FG PCT RB AS . . .

TEAM

Heat 11 12 103 49 47 27

Hawks 7 15 95 43 33 20

AS RB PT FG FGA CITY . . .

PLAYER

Tyler Johnson 5 2 27 8 16 Miami

Dwight Howard 11 17 23 9 11 Atlanta

Paul Millsap 2 9 21 8 12 Atlanta

Goran Dragic 4 2 21 8 17 Miami

Wayne Ellington 2 3 19 7 15 Miami

Dennis Schroder 7 4 17 8 15 Atlanta

Rodney McGruder 5 5 11 3 8 Miami

. . .

The Atlanta Hawks defeated the Miami Heat, 103 - 95, at Philips

Arena on Wednesday. Atlanta was in desperate need of a win and

they were able to take care of a shorthanded Miami team here.

Defense was key for the Hawks, as they held the Heat to 42 per-

cent shooting and forced them to commit 16 turnovers. Atlanta

also dominated in the paint, winning the rebounding battle, 47 -

34, and outscoring them in the paint 58 - 26. The Hawks shot 49

percent from the field and assisted on 27 of their 43 made bas-

kets. This was a near wire-to-wire win for the Hawks, as Miami

held just one lead in the first five minutes. Miami ( 7 - 15 ) are as

beat-up as anyone right now and it’s taking a toll on the heavily

used starters. Hassan Whiteside really struggled in this game, as

he amassed eight points, 12 rebounds and one blocks on 4 - of - 12

shooting ...

Document generation example. Left, a source consisting of structured data, in

this case statistics from a basketball game. Right, a target document utilizing

a select subset of records from the data, expressed in an often complex and

expressive manner. This example is an excerpt from the case-study data set,

which include 628 records in total and a longer target document.



RoboCup WeatherGov RotoWire SBNation

Vocab 409 394 11,331 68,574

Tokens 11K 0.9M 1.6M 8.8M

Examples 1,919 22,146 4,853 10,903

Avg Len 5.7 28.7 337.1 805.4

Field Types 4 10 39 39

Avg Records 2.2 191 628 628

Player Types

posn min pts fgm fga fg-pct fg3m fg3a fg3-pct

ftm fta ft-pct oreb dreb reb ast tov stl

blk pf name1 name2

Team Types

pts-qtr1 pts-qtr2 pts-qtr3 pts-qtr4 pts fg-pct fg3-pct ft-pct reb

ast tov wins losses city name



Content Encoding with Cell Embeddings

{r1, . . . , rS}
r.t = points, and such that entity r.e = (Tyler Johnson) and

value r.m = 27 (Liang et al, 2009)

sj = E(rj) for j ∈ {1, . . . S}

AS RB PT FG FGA CITY . . .
PLAYER

Tyler Johnson 5 2 27 8 16 Miami

Dwight Howard 11 17 23 9 11 Atlanta

Paul Millsap 2 9 21 8 12 Atlanta

Goran Dragic 4 2 21 8 17 Miami

Wayne Ellington 2 3 19 7 15 Miami

Dennis Schroder 7 4 17 8 15 Atlanta

Rodney McGruder 5 5 11 3 8 Miami

...

Tyler Johnson 27 Points



Additional Extensions: Machine Translation

Architectural changes focusing on source selection.

Copy Attention, Pointer Networks, and Reconstruction Models



Templated Baseline

The 〈team1〉 (〈wins1〉-〈losses1〉) defeated the 〈team2〉
(〈wins2〉-〈losses2〉) 〈pts1〉-〈pts2〉.

(6×)

〈player〉 scored 〈pts〉 points (〈fgm〉- 〈fga〉 FG, 〈tpm〉-〈tpa〉
3PT, 〈ftm〉- 〈fta〉 FT) to go with 〈reb〉 rebounds.

The 〈team1〉 next game will be at home against the Dallas

Mavericks, while the 〈team2〉 will travel to play the Bulls.



Development

PPL BLEU

Beam Model

Template N/A 6.87

1

Joint Copy 7.46 10.41

Joint Copy + Rec 7.25 10.00

Joint Copy + Rec + TVD 7.22 12.78

Conditional Copy 7.44 13.31

5

Joint Copy 7.46 10.23

Joint Copy + Rec 7.25 10.85

Joint Copy + Rec + TVD 7.22 12.04

Conditional Copy 7.44 14.46



The Utah Jazz ( 38 - 26 ) defeated the Houston Rockets ( 38 - 26 ) 117 - 91

on Wednesday at Energy Solutions Arena in Salt Lake City . The Jazz got out

to a quick start in this one , out - scoring the Rockets 31 - 15 in the first quar-

ter alone . Along with the quick start , the Rockets were the superior shooters

in this game , going 54 percent from the field and 43 percent from the three

- point line , while the Jazz went 38 percent from the floor and a meager 19

percent from deep . The Rockets were able to out - rebound the Rockets 49 -

49 , giving them just enough of an advantage to secure the victory in front of

their home crowd . The Jazz were led by the duo of Derrick Favors and James

Harden . Favors went 2 - for - 6 from the field and 0 - for - 1 from the three -

point line to score a game - high of 15 points , while also adding four rebounds

and four assists ....
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Generations are fluent and accurate...

Along with the quick start , the Rockets were the superior shooters

in this game , going 54 percent from the field and 43 percent from

the three - point line

... but also have issues in the content and discourse

The Rockets were able to out - rebound the Rockets (incorrect

discourse)

The Jazz were led by the duo of Derrick Favors and James Harden

(wrong player selected)

to score a game - high (non-factual) of 15 points



Question 2: How can we quantify the issues in generation?

Criteria:

1 Relation Generation: Referring expressions should be easy trace.

2 Content Selection: Relevant content should be generated.

3 Content Ordering: Discourse structure should be consistent.

Observation: NLU is currently a lot easier than NLG.



Extractive Evaluation

Use information extraction system for generations (details in paper)

Criteria:

1 Relation Generation: Referring expressions should be easy trace.

Precision and count of identified data points.

2 Content Selection: Relevant content should be generated.

F-score on generated data points.

3 Content Ordering: Discourse structure should be consistent.

Damerau-Levenshtein distance between ordered elements.



Higher-Level Properties

RG CS CO

Beam Model P% # P% R% DLD%

Template 99.35 49.7 45.17 24.85 12.2

B=1
Joint Copy 47.55 7.53 20.53 22.49 8.28

Conditional Copy 68.94 9.09 25.15 22.94 9.00

B=5
Joint Copy 47.00 10.67 16.52 26.08 7.28

Conditional Copy 71.07 12.61 21.90 27.27 8.70



Next Steps: Robust Generation

Current systems target fluency, very hard to check for accuracy.

Unlike NMT, NLG work needs high-precision outputs, very hard

with black box models.

Research focus?: learning template-based generation systems.



3) Uphill Battles in Generation

1 Challenges in Data-to-Document Generation

2 Controllable Generation with Neural Templates

(Work in Progress with Sam Wiseman)



Project Aim

Can we build a neural generation system that is:

1 Interpretable in its content selection.

2 Easily controllable in terms of style and form.

Tension between end-to-end neural approach and desired modularity.
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Standard Copy Generation Approach

Step 1: Encode the Source

Fitzbillies,ty[coffee shop],pr[< £20],food[Chinese],cust[3/5],area[city centre]

Step 2: Generate with Copy Decoder

Fitzbillies is a coffee shop providing Chinese food in the moderate price

range . It is located in the city centre . Its customer rating is 3 out of 5.



(Neural) Template Generation Approach

Step 1: Encode the Source

Fitzbillies,ty[coffee shop],pr[< £20],food[Chinese],cust[3/5],area[city centre]

Step 2: Select a Template

| The

...
|

is a
is an

is an expensive
...

| |
providing
serving
offering
...

| |
food

cuisine
foods
...

| in the |
high

moderate
less than average

...

| price
price range

...
| . | It is |

located in the
located near

near
...

| | . |
Its customer rating is

Their customer rating is
Customers have rated it

...

| out of | .

Step 3: Fill-in Each Segment

‖ Fitzbillies ‖ is a ‖ coffee shop ‖ providing ‖ Chinese ‖ food ‖ in the ‖
moderate ‖ price range ‖ . ‖ It is ‖ located in the ‖ city centre ‖ . ‖
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Criteria

1 Interpretable in its content selection.

Decisions are localized to a segment of the template.

2 Easily controllable in terms of style and form.

Alternative realizations through different templates.

However: templates feel much less “end-to-end”.

How can we learn them from data?
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Technical Methodology: Hidden Semi-Markov Model

HMM: discrete latent states with single emissions (e.g. words).

HSMM: discrete states produce multiple emissions (e.g. phrases).

Parameterized with transition, emission, and length distributions.

z1

y1 y2 y3 y4

z4



Technical Methodology: Neural Hidden Semi-Markov Model

Employ HSMM as a conditional latent variable language model,

p(y1, . . . , yT , z | x).

Transition Distribution: NN between states.

Emission Distribution: Seq2Seq+Copy-Attention, one per state k.

x

z1

Decoder

y1 y2 y3 y4

Decoder

z4T



Technical Methodology: Learning Templates

Fit model by maximizing log-marginal likelihood on training data.

max
θ

∑
j

ln
∑
z

p(y(j), z | x(j); θ)

Details: Pre-score segmentations, HSMM forward algorithm for

sum, backprop with autograd, all inference is exact.

Compute argmax segmentations to find common templates.

z(j) = argmax
z

p(y(j), z | x(j); θ)

[The Wrestlers]185 [is a]29 [coffee shop]164 [that serves]188

[English]139 [food]18 [in the]32 [moderate]125 [price range]180 [.]90
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Neural Template

| The

...
|

is a
is an

is an expensive
...

| |
providing
serving
offering
...

| |
food

cuisine
foods
...

| in the |
high

moderate
less than average

...

| price
price range

...
| . | It is |

located in the
located near

near
...

| | . |
Its customer rating is

Their customer rating is
Customers have rated it

...

| out of | .



Experimental Setup

Two datasets, E2E challenge and WikiBio

Training with 35 and 65 state models, each 1x300 LSTMs.

Extract 100 most common templates for each.

Vocabulary limited to non-copy-able words.

Generation with beam search with a pre-selected template.



WikiBio (500k)

sopoulos, 2007; Turner et al., 2010). Generation is
divided into modular, yet highly interdependent, de-
cisions: (1) content planning defines which parts of
the input fields or meaning representations should
be selected; (2) sentence planning determines which
selected fields are to be dealt with in each output
sentence; and (3) surface realization generates those
sentences.

Data-driven approaches have been proposed to
automatically learn the individual modules. One ap-
proach first aligns records and sentences and then
learns a content selection model (Duboue and McK-
eown, 2002; Barzilay and Lapata, 2005). Hierar-
chical hidden semi-Markov generative models have
also been used to first determine which facts to dis-
cuss and then to generate words from the predi-
cates and arguments of the chosen facts (Liang et al.,
2009). Sentence planning has been formulated as a
supervised set partitioning problem over facts where
each partition corresponds to a sentence (Barzilay
and Lapata, 2006). End-to-end approaches have
combined sentence planning and surface realiza-
tion by using explicitly aligned sentence/meaning
pairs as training data (Ratnaparkhi, 2002; Wong and
Mooney, 2007; Belz, 2008; Lu and Ng, 2011). More
recently, content selection and surface realization
have been combined (Angeli et al., 2010; Kim and
Mooney, 2010; Konstas and Lapata, 2013).

At the intersection of rule-based and statisti-
cal methods, hybrid systems aim at leveraging hu-
man contributed rules and corpus statistics (Langk-
ilde and Knight, 1998; Soricut and Marcu, 2006;
Mairesse and Walker, 2011).

Our approach is inspired by the recent success of
neural language models for image captioning (Kiros
et al., 2014; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015; Vinyals et
al., 2015; Fang et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2015), ma-
chine translation (Devlin et al., 2014; Bahdanau et
al., 2015; Luong et al., 2015), and modeling conver-
sations and dialogues (Shang et al., 2015; Wen et al.,
2015; Yao et al., 2015).

Our model is most similar to Mei et al. (2016)
who use an encoder-decoder style neural network
model to tackle the WEATHERGOV and ROBOCUP
tasks. Their architecture relies on LSTM units and
an attention mechanism which reduces scalability
compared to our simpler design.

Figure 1: Wikipedia infobox of Frederick Parker-Rhodes. The
introduction of his article reads: “Frederick Parker-Rhodes (21
March 1914 – 21 November 1987) was an English linguist,
plant pathologist, computer scientist, mathematician, mystic,
and mycologist.”.

3 Language Modeling for Constrained
Sentence generation

Conditional language models are a popular choice
to generate sentences. We introduce a table-
conditioned language model for constraining text
generation to include elements from fact tables.

3.1 Language model
Given a sentence s = w1, . . . , wT with T words
from vocabularyW , a language model estimates:

P (s) =

T∏

t=1

P (wt|w1, . . . , wt−1) . (1)

Let ct = wt−(n−1), . . . , wt−1 be the sequence of
n − 1 context words preceding wt. An n-gram lan-
guage model makes an order n Markov assumption,

P (s) ≈
T∏

t=1

P (wt|ct) . (2)

3.2 Language model conditioned on tables
A table is a set of field/value pairs, where values are
sequences of words. We therefore propose language
models that are conditioned on these pairs.

Local conditioning refers to the information
from the table that is applied to the description of the
words which have already generated, i.e. the previ-
ous words that constitute the context of the language

2

Frederick Parker-Rhodes (21 March 1914 - 21 November

1987) was an English linguist, plant pathologist, computer

scientist, mathematician, mystic, and mycologist.



E2E Challenge

BLEU NIST

Val

Substitution 43.71 6.72

Neural Template 66.06 7.93

Full Neural Model 69.25 8.48

Test

Substitution 43.78 6.88

Neural Template 56.72 7.63

Full Neural Model 65.93 8.59



WikiBio

BLEU NIST ROUGE-4

Conditional KN-LM 19.8 5.19 10.7

NNLM (field) 33.4 7.52 23.9

NNLM (field & word) 34.7 7.98 25.8

Neural Template 33.8 7.51 28.2

Custom KN and NNLM Baselines from LeBret et al (2016)



Interpretability

kenny warren

name: kenny warren, birth date: 1 april 1946,

birth name: kenneth warren deutscher, birth place: brooklyn, new york,

occupation: ventriloquist, comedian, author,

notable work: book - the revival of ventriloquism in america

1. kenny warren deutscher ( april 1, 1946 ) is an american ventriloquist.

2. kenny warren deutscher ( april 1, 1946 , brooklyn,) is an american ventriloquist.

3. kenny warren deutscher ( april 1, 1946 ) is an american

ventriloquist, best known for his the revival of ventriloquism.

4. “kenny” warren is an american ventriloquist.

5. kenneth warren “kenny” warren (born april 1, 1946 ) is

an american ventriloquist, and author.



Controllability

The Golden Palace

name[The Golden Palace], type[coffee shop], food[Chinese],

priceRange[cheap] custRating[5 out of 5], area[city centre],

1. The Golden Palace is a coffee shop located in the city centre.

2. In the city centre is a cheap Chinese coffee shop called

The Golden Palace.

3. The Golden Palace that serves Chinese food in the cheap

price range. It is located in the city centre. Its customer

rating is 5 out of 5.

4. The Golden Palace is a Chinese coffee shop.

5. The Golden Palace is a Chinese coffee shop

with a customer rating of 5 out of 5.



Conclusion: Challenges in Text Generation

End-to-end models are a remarkable step forward.

Still significant challenges when we go beyond the sentence.

Interpretability and controllability are non-trivial issues.

Scaling probabilistic inference and structured prediction is getting

easier, and presents an interesting step forward.


